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ABSTRACT
Risk assessments have proliferated in the United States criminal justice system. The theory of change motivating their adoption involves two key assumptions: first, that risk assessments will reduce human biases by making objective decisions, and second, that risk assessments will promote criminal justice reform. In this paper I interrogate both of these assumptions, concluding that risk assessments are an ill-considered tool for challenging the centrality and legitimacy of incarceration within the criminal justice system. First, risk assessments fail to provide objectivity, as their use creates numerous sites of discretion. Second, risk assessments provide no guarantee of reducing incarceration; instead, they risk legitimizing the criminal justice system’s structural racism. I then consider, via an “epistemic reform,” the path forward for criminal justice reform. I reinterpret recent results regarding the “impossibility of fairness” as not simply a tension between mathematical metrics but as evidence of a deeper tension between notions of equality. This expanded frame challenges the formalist, colorblind proceduralism at the heart of the criminal justice system and suggests a more structural approach to reform. Together, this analysis highlights how algorithmic fairness narrows the scope of judgments about justice and how “fair” algorithms can reinforce discrimination.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Across the United States, many oft-opposed groups have united around risk assessments as a promising path forward for the criminal justice system: Democrats and Republicans [68], conservative states [82] and liberal states [120], criminal defense organizations [134] and prosecutors [112]. In turn, risk assessments have proliferated in recent years: in 2017, 25% of people in the U.S. lived in a jurisdiction using a pretrial risk assessment, compared to just 10% four years prior [131]. A 2019 scan of 91 U.S. jurisdictions found that more than two-thirds used a pretrial risk assessment [132].

Risk assessments are mechanisms for identifying potential risks, the likelihood of those risks manifesting, and the consequences of those events [136]. Within the criminal justice system, risk assessments are most widely used in the contexts of pretrial detention (to predict the likelihood that a criminal defendant will fail to appear in court for trial and, in some jurisdictions, will commit a crime before trial) and sentencing and parole (to predict the likelihood that a defendant or inmate will commit a crime in the future). Although actuarial risk assessments have existed within the criminal justice system for several decades, today’s tools represent a new generation that incorporates a larger range of risk factors and is often developed through more advanced statistical methods (such as machine learning) [13, 87].

The recent push toward adopting risk assessments is largely motivated by the criminal justice system’s current crisis of legitimacy. Scholarship and activism have demonstrated the countless ways in which racism is baked into the criminal justice system’s fundamental structure [3, 30, 73, 118, 150]. Through popular books about mass incarceration [3], racial justice movements such as Black Lives Matter, and increased attention to the inequity of policies such as cash bail [31], there is a growing consensus that the criminal justice system is rife with discrimination. Even criminal justice system actors and defenders have acknowledged the need for change. In 2015, more than 130 police chiefs and prosecutors formed a new organization to combat mass incarceration [51]; the following year, the largest police organization in the U.S. apologized for policing’s “historical mistreatment of communities of color” [76]. More recently, politicians (including former prosecutors) who formerly embraced “tough on crime” policies have apologized for their actions and championed criminal justice reform [47, 57, 98].

Risk assessments are often hailed as an important tool for addressing some of the criminal justice system’s central issues. The theory of change regarding how risk assessments will improve the criminal justice system is grounded in two key assumptions. The first assumption is that risk assessments will mitigate judicial biases by providing “objective” decisions about defendants [36, 68, 120, 121, 164]. With this goal in mind, and following growing evidence that risk assessments and other machine learning models can be biased [4, 10, 123], recent work has focused on developing technical procedures to measure and promote “algorithmic fairness” [11, 23, 29, 91]. Of particular concern is ensuring that risk assessments do not discriminate against blacks relative to whites.
The satisfaction of statistical metrics for fairness has become a central component of evaluating the objectivity of risk assessments. The second assumption is that risk assessments will promote criminal justice reform. This is expected to occur through objective risk assessments replacing discriminatory policies and reducing incarceration. For example, Senators Kamala Harris and Rand Paul introduced the Pretrial Integrity and Safety Act of 2017, proposing to replace money bail with risk assessments so that pretrial release would be based on risk rather than wealth and so that pretrial release rates would increase [68]. Several states have implemented pretrial risk assessments with these same goals [82, 120]. Many endorsements of evidence-based sentencing are similarly grounded in the goal of reducing incarceration [115, 148].

Supporters of risk assessments draw a clear link between objectivity and criminal justice reform. In its Statement of Principles, Arnold Ventures (the organization behind the Public Safety Assessment (PSA), a pretrial risk assessment used in nineteen states [96]) writes that the goal of its criminal justice reform efforts is to promote "a criminal justice system that dramatically reduces the use of pretrial detention." Developing the PSA was one of its "earliest investments in pretrial reform," under the belief that "[p]roviding judges with an objective means to consider only relevant data may counterbalance some [human] biases and lead to fairer pretrial outcomes" [164]. Similarly, the Attorney General of New Jersey described the state’s adoption of "an objective pretrial risk-assessment" as "[o]ne of the most critical innovations undergirding the entire [statewide bail] reform initiative" [127].

Given the centrality of this theory of change to the use of risk assessments, evaluating risk assessments as an approach to criminal justice reform requires interrogating both underlying assumptions. This analysis requires, as a preliminary step, articulating principles with which to evaluate reform. This is particularly important given that the notion of "criminal justice reform" is itself contested. Criminal justice reform refers broadly to the goal of eliminating or altering policies that lead to mass incarceration and racial injustice. However, there are divergent views about both the causes of and solutions for these challenges. For example, police reform efforts range from focusing on deficiencies in African American male culture (reforms require improving this culture) to the enduring presence of white supremacy and antiblack racism (reforms require structural transformations to U.S. society) [17].

While it is expected that any reform effort will involve multiple visions, the rhetorical flexibility of "criminal justice reform" leads to a significant gap between the expansive change that "reform" suggests and the more minimal shifts that many reformers actually intend. As a result, criminal justice reform rhetoric is often both "superficial"—"most proposed ‘reforms’ would still leave the United States as the greatest incarcerator in the world”—and "deceptive"—many so-called reformers "obfuscate the difference between changes that will transform the system and tweaks that will curb only its most grotesque flourishes" [86].

This paper evaluates reforms based on the extent to which they address the well-documented structural causes of carceral injustice. This is the emphasis articulated by the prison abolition movement, which draws on the slavery abolition movement [38, 110]. Formerly consigned to the outskirts of political discussion, abolition has been the subject of renewed attention among politicians, the legal academy, social movements, and the media [5, 94, 138]. Prison abolition promotes decarceration with the aim to ultimately create a world without prisons. Recognizing the violence inherent to confining people in cages and to controlling people’s lives through force, abolitionists object to reforms that "render criminal law administration more humane, but fail to substitute alternative institutions or approaches to realize social order maintenance goals" [109]. Nor, however, do abolitionists intend to immediately close all prisons. Instead, abolition is a long-term project to develop "a constellation of alternative strategies and institutions, with the ultimate aim of removing the prison from the social and ideological landscapes of our society" [38]. This involves advocating to end practices such as capital punishment, the use of criminal records in determining access to housing and voting, and the militarization of police [138] and to create alternative practices such as transformative justice, democratic and holistic responses to violence, and increasing resources for education and healthcare [111].

With the aim of structural decarceration in mind, this paper interrogates the theory of change motivating risk assessments. First, building on sociotechnical approaches to objectivity, I demonstrate how the objectivity promised by risk assessments is a chimera: rather than removing discretion to create neutral and objective decisions, risk assessments shift discretion toward other people and decision points. Second, drawing on legal critiques of rights as tools for achieving just outcomes, I describe how risk assessments are an ill-advised tool for reducing the centrality and legitimacy of incarceration: risk assessments are indeterminate tools that provide no guarantee of reducing incarceration, are made ineffectual by their individualistic conceptions of risk and bias, and are likely to legitimize the structure and logic of criminal punishment. Rather than presenting a viable approach to decarceral criminal justice reform, risk assessments present a superficial solution that reinforces and perpetuates the exact carceral practices that require dismantling.

Risk assessments can, however, be reinterpreted to point toward more substantive criminal justice reform. A proper challenge to risk assessments requires not technical or procedural reforms, but an "epistemic reform" that provides a new interpretation of both risk assessments and the criminal justice system. Thus, having analyzed the impacts of risk assessments within the criminal justice system, I turn to questioning what risk assessments tell us about the criminal justice system. Returning to the “fairness” of risk assessments, I reinterpret recent results regarding the “impossibility of fairness” [23, 91] as an “incompatibility of equality.” These impossibility results reflect not simply a tension between mathematical metrics of fairness, but instead indicate the fundamental conflict between approaches to achieving justice: the impossibility of fairness mathematically proves that it is impossible to achieve substantive equality through mechanisms of formal equality. This epistemic reform challenges the formalist, colorblind proceduralism at the heart of the criminal justice system and provides an escape from the seemingly impossible bind of fairness, exposing an expanded range of possibilities toward achieving criminal justice reform. Moreover, this analysis highlights the severe limitations of fairness as a method for evaluating the social impacts of algorithms, highlighting in particular how algorithmic fairness narrows the scope of judgments about justice and how “fair” algorithms can reinforce discrimination.
2 OBJECTIVITY

Although objectivity is often used as a synonym for "science" and "truth," objectivity is only partially aligned with these terms [37, 129]. The meaning of objectivity comes most directly from its opposition to subjectivity: the goal behind objectivity "is to aspire to knowledge that bears no trace of the knower" [37]. Yet "[t]his ideal of mechanical objectivity, knowledge based completely on explicit rules, is never fully attainable" [129]. The practices followed to produce objectivity are themselves grounded in social norms about what kinds of knowledge are considered objective. These "methods for maximizing objectivism have no way of detecting values, interests, discursive resources, and ways of organizing the production of knowledge," meaning that "nothing in science can be protected from cultural influence" [67]. Thus, rather than producing knowledge that is truly free from the trace of any people, objectivity represents "knowledge produced in conformity with the prevailing standards of scientific practice as determined by the current judgements of the scientific community" [2].

Objectivity in the form of quantification plays a particularly important role in political contexts rife with distrust, in which officials facing external scrutiny need to depoliticize their actions by "making decisions without seeming to decide" [129]. Particularly in the United States, which is notable for its wariness of individual decision makers, "Techniques such as cost-benefit analysis and risk assessment make it easier to reassure critics within and outside government that policy decisions are being made in a rational, nonarbitrary manner" [77]. Nonetheless, "Study after study and commentary after commentary [have] called attention to the profoundly normative character of risk assessment, showing that it is a far from objective method: indeed, that it is a highly particular means of framing perceptions, narrowing analysis, erasing uncertainty, and defusing politics" [80].

Criminal justice risk assessments exemplify these attributes of objectivity. As concern about discrimination and mass incarceration intensifies, the criminal justice system faces heightened scrutiny. In order to defuse these challenges and depoliticize their actions, criminal justice actors have turned to risk assessments. Practitioners such as probation officers have reported that risk assessments provide defensible grounds for their decisions, making them less vulnerable to criticism [64].

Rather than produce knowledge that lacks any trace of subjectivity, however, risk assessments produce information (and hence outcomes) that is embedded within political norms and institutional structures. Four aspects of risk assessments deserve particular attention as sites where their supposed objectivity breaks down and a great deal of hidden discretion is incorporated: defining risk, producing input data, setting thresholds, and responding to predictions. These sites of discretion exist in addition to the decisions that are inherent to the development of every machine learning model (such as selecting training data and model features [10, 59]) or are external to the risk assessment decision making process itself (such as choosing what interventions should be pursued in response to risk). After this section describes these forms of discretion, the next section will analyze how such discretion hinders risk assessments as a tool for achieving substantive criminal justice reform.

2.1 Defining Risk

Risk assessments aim to predict risk, defined as the likelihood of crime. Pretrial risk assessments estimate the risk that a defendant will be rearrested before trial or will not appear for trial; sentencing and parole risk assessments estimate the risk that a defendant or inmate will recidivate. Such predictions typically consider a period of time ranging from six months to two years [107].

Forecasting crime while ignoring the impacts of incarceration causes risk assessments to overvalue incarceration.1 Releasing someone by definition increases that person’s likelihood to commit a crime in the near future. If crime risk is the primary criterion, then release will always appear to be adverse.

Yet there are many harms associated with incarceration. Pretrial detention significantly increases a defendant’s likelihood to plead guilty, be convicted, and receive long prison sentences [44, 70, 100]. Time spent in prison is associated with negative outcomes including sexual abuse, disease, and severe declines in mental and physical well-being [85, 170]. After being released, former inmates face significant challenges in finding work (a barrier that is stronger for blacks than whites) [124] and suffer disproportionately from depression, serious disease, and death [170]. The families and communities of incarcerated people also face severe hardships [54, 69, 168]. Moreover, because incarceration increases one’s long-term propensity for crime, pretrial detention does not actually reduce future crime [44]. All told, a cost-benefit analysis found that “detention on the basis of ‘risk’ alone can lead to socially suboptimal outcomes” [172].

The emphasis on crime risk also causes risk assessments to absorb the highly racialized meaning of crime. As numerous scholars and lawyers have shown, the types of behaviors that society views with fear and chooses to punish are based in racial hierarchies, such that blackness itself is criminalized [18, 66, 86, 118, 150] and "risk is a proxy for race" [66]. As such, risk assessments subsume the racialized concept of crime into a seemingly objective and empirical category that should guide decision making.

2.2 Generating Input Data

Some risk assessments rely on information collected by a criminal justice practitioner (e.g., parole officer or social worker) via an interview with a defendant. For example, the widely-used COMPAS risk and needs assessment incorporates information from interviews that include questions such as "Is there much crime in your neighborhood?" [122]. Another risk assessment evaluates individuals along categories such as “Community Disorganization,” “Anger Management Problems,” and “Poor Compliance” [25].

Such questions and categories resist objective answers, turning these assessments into value-laden affairs in which white, Western, and middle-class standards are imposed on defendants [64, 106]. One’s freedom can hinge on these assessments: in 2016, an inmate in New York was denied parole due to a rehabilitation coordinator answering “yes” to the question “Does this person appear to have notable disciplinary issues?” despite the inmate’s lack of a single disciplinary infraction over the prior decade [169].

Recognizing that their evaluations influence the calculations and recommendations of risk assessments, many criminal justice
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1In practice, risk assessments are based in data about arrests, which typically represents a racially biased measure of crime [45, 108].
practitioners exercise “considerable discretion” in collecting and interpreting information to produce what they see as the appropriate final score [64]. One study found that practitioners ignored or downplayed criminogenic factors in order to produce low risk designations when evaluating minorities who had committed low-level offenses, but interpreted information so as to produce high risk scores when evaluating sexual or violent offenders [64].

2.3 Setting Thresholds

Once someone’s risk has been predicted, risk assessments turn the forecasted probability into categories (e.g., low/medium/high [4]) and number ranges (e.g., 1-5 [99]) to be presented to judges. Notably, no prominent risk assessment directly presents probabilities [24] or follows the “intuitive interpretation” [45] of dividing categories across the spectrum of risk (e.g., “low risk” corresponds to 0%-33% risk). A related approach is to define risk categories across population percentile (e.g., COMPAS divides the population into ten equal-sized groups, assigning each a score from 1-10 [121]).

In most cases, therefore, the thresholds that determine labels such as “high risk” and recommendations such as “detain” are based in normative judgments about the tradeoffs between reducing incarceration and reducing crime. Jurisdictions implementing the PSA, for example, determine how to define the ranges of low, moderate, and high risk [151]. Although there may be benefits to adapting risk assessments to the local context, doing so introduces a new form of discretion: there is no objective guide for what certain level of risk warrants release or detention. Across risk assessments, the probabilities corresponding to the highest risk categories vary widely and can refer to rearrest rates as low as 3.8% [6, 107]. In turn, public officials often do not actually know how the categories that risk assessments present translate to probabilities of recidivism or failure to appear [86, 92].

These scores and thresholds can have significant impacts on the outcomes of cases. Many jurisdictions directly tie recommendations to the categories defined in the risk assessment [95, 146]. In Kentucky, for instance, the mandatory use of a pretrial risk assessment led to increases in release for low and medium risk defendants and a decrease in release for high risk defendants [152].

Even if a recommendation threshold is set at the outset of reform to promote high levels of pretrial release, it can later be altered to reduce pretrial release. In New Jersey, several defendants accused of certain gun charges were released before trial and then rearrested; the Attorney General’s office then pressured the courts to alter the risk assessment so that it would recommend detention for every defendant arrested for those same gun charges, regardless of that person’s predicted risk [75, 145]. New Jersey soon expanded its detain recommendations to a larger number of offenses [128]. Similarly, in 2017, the United States Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) altered its pretrial Risk Classification Assessment so that it would recommend “detain” in every case [140].

2.4 Responding to Predictions

Regardless of how they present predictions, risk assessments typically play a role of decision making aid rather than final arbiter: they provide information and recommendations to judges but do not dictate the decisions made. Thus, although a common goal behind risk assessments is to eliminate the subjective biases of judges [28, 113, 130, 134, 148, 154, 155, 164], risk assessment implementations allow judges to decide how to respond to the information and recommendations provided.

Many judges use this discretion to ignore risk assessments or to use them in selective ways. In both Kentucky and Virginia, risk assessments failed to produce significant and lasting reductions in pretrial detention because judges tended to override recommendations suggesting release [152, 153]. Judges in Cook County, Illinois diverged from the pretrial risk assessment 85% of the time, releasing defendants at drastically lower numbers than recommended [105]. A juvenile risk assessment faced similar issues: judges frequently overrode the risk assessment when it recommended release, but rarely when it recommended incarceration, leading to a dramatic and “chronic” increase in detention [149]. Similar patterns have been observed in Santa Cruz and Alameda County, California [167].

When they do use risk assessments, judicial decisions are rife with biases. Two experimental studies found that people are more strongly swayed by a risk assessment’s suggestion to increase estimates of crime risk when evaluating black defendants compared to white defendants [60, 61]. Judges in Broward County, Florida have penalized black defendants more harshly than white defendants for being just above the thresholds for medium and high risk [32]. Judicial decisions made with a risk assessment in Kentucky similarly increased racial disparities in pretrial outcomes [1].

It is clear that the first assumption behind risk assessments—that they replace biased discretion with neutral objectivity—does not hold up to scrutiny. Despite being hailed as “objective,” risk assessments shift discretion to different people and places rather than eliminate discretion altogether. Yet the presence of subjective judgment is not itself dispositive as an argument against risk assessments. For if the objectivity sought in risk assessment discourse is impossible, then any reform will rest, to some degree, on discretion. It is therefore necessary to turn to the second assumption motivating risk assessments and evaluate, with these subjectivities in mind, whether risk assessments can spur criminal justice reform.

3 CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM

Although advocates tend to assume that risk assessments will promote criminal justice reform [68, 127, 164], altering decision making procedures to promote fairness and objectivity does not necessarily reduce incarceration and racial discrimination. Sentencing reform offers a striking case of how the “well-intentioned pursuit of administrative perfection” characteristic of twentieth century civil rights reforms “ultimately accelerated carceral state development” [118]. In 1984, concerned about the racial disparities produced by the judicial discretion to set criminal sentences, Congress passed the Sentencing Reform Act, creating mandatory sentencing guidelines tied to the characteristics of the offender and the offense [101]. This system was designed to constrain judicial discretion and thereby “provide certainty and fairness in meeting the purposes of sentencing” [160]. The reform failed to have the intended impacts, however. The guidelines “set in motion dramatic changes in day-to-day federal criminal justice operations, largely by shifting a massive amount of discretionary power from judges to prosecutors.”
Similar reforms throughout U.S. history have centered on the expansion of rights as a mechanism to promote fair procedures. These rights-based reforms often did not actually notably improve outcomes: for instance, schools remained segregated and unequal well after the Supreme Court deemed school segregation unconstitutional in Brown v. Board of Education [157]). U.S. legal scholars in the twentieth century therefore developed the “critique of rights”—a critique of rights-based reforms and discourse in mainstream legal thought. Advanced by scholars such as Duncan Kennedy [88] and Mark Tushnet [156, 157], the critique of rights revolves around five assertions: 1) Rights are less effective at spurring progressive social change than commonly assumed, 2) The impacts of rights are indeterminate, 3) The discourse of rights abstracts away the power imbalances that create injustice, 4) The individualistic discourse of rights prioritizes individual freedom over social solidarity and community well-being, and 5) Rights can impede democracy by reinforcing undemocratic relationships and institutions [22].

Today’s appeals to risk assessments mirror historical appeals to rights: like rights reforms such as the right to a lawyer, the introduction of risk assessments into bail and sentencing is intended to produce a fair and neutral process for criminal defendants [68, 120, 164]. This suggests that risk assessments should be interrogated against the critique of rights. Doing so, I show that risk assessments suffer from the same core limitations as rights: they are indeterminate, individualistic, and legitimizing.

### 3.1 Indeterminate

Although risk assessments are often hailed as objective, a great deal of subjective judgment resides under the surface of these tools. This discretion can dramatically alter the use and impacts of risk assessments. In this sense, risk assessments are indeterminate: the adoption of risk assessments provides little guarantee that the intended social impacts will be realized.

Indeterminacy is a common feature of decision making processes grounded in rules and procedures [157]. Procedural reforms often fail to generate the intended outcomes because they use technical means to achieve normative ends. Achieving the desired outcomes requires a particular use of the tool or process, yet nothing about the procedures guarantee that such use will arise in practice. As noted in the critique of rights, the adoption of a progressive law provides little guarantee of the political outcomes seemingly connected to that law; instead, broader social circumstances largely dictate how that law will be wielded, interpreted, and applied. And “if circumstances change, the ‘rule’ could be eroded or [even] interpreted to support anti-progressive change” [157].

Risk assessments are unreliable as tools for reducing incarceration because they depend on the social and political circumstances of their use. Risk assessments are embedded in the criminal justice system, in which the structural and political incentives largely favor punitive and carceral policies [3, 16, 18, 153]. Thus, to the extent that the types of subjectivity described in Section 2 manifest in risk assessments, such discretion typically resists decarceral goals. Definitions of risk emphasize incarceration as a way to reduce crime while ignoring the significant harms of incarceration. Interviews and evaluations allow white and middle-class assumptions (which typically associate blackness with crime, aggression, and a lack of innocence [55, 56, 119, 135]) to influence judgments about defendants and inmates. The practice of defining thresholds allows for people with low probabilities of rearrest to be labeled “high risk” and for recommendations to be altered to reduce how many people are released. Judicial responses to risk assessments exacerbate racial disparities and diminish release rates.

These forms of discretion make the impacts of risk assessments brittle and prone to political capture. Achieving decarceral outcomes through risk assessments requires particular behaviors and circumstances which the criminal justice system is generally not amenable to. As a result of this indeterminacy, risk assessments provide no guarantee of reducing incarceration and in fact are often wielded in ways that resist decarceral outcomes. Yet because of the discourse that positions risk assessments as a tool for reform, even ineffective implementations may enhance perceptions of fairness and reduce the political will for more systemic changes.

### 3.2 Individualistic

Risk assessments are based on individualistic conceptions of both risk and bias that lead to individualistic and ineffectual remedies for racial discrimination and mass incarceration.

Risk assessments treat risk at the level of individuals, defining risk in terms of someone’s likelihood to be arrested in the future. This approach treats risk as a measure of difference across individuals—an objective and static fact of identity—rather than as a social category defined through social norms (what is considered a crime) and relations (why certain people commit and are punished for those crimes).

Although numerous social markers of difference are accepted as “intrinsic” and “natural,” many of these categories emerge from social arrangements that imbue those comparisons with meaning and importance [114]. In particular, “difference” becomes salient when “a more powerful group assigns meaning to a trait in order to express and consolidate power” [114]. For example, “[w]omen are compared with the unstated norm of men, ‘minority’ races with whites, [and] handicapped persons with the able-bodied” [114]. Addressing difference equitably requires not providing special treatment (whether ameliorative or punitive) to “different” individuals, but altering the relationships and institutions that structure these categories [114].

Risk assessments focus on individual-level risk, leading them to suggest individual-level interventions. Calculating each person’s risk differentiates risk factors across members within a population, but obscures the structural factors that shape the distribution of risk itself [133]. In other words, risk assessments make legible the idea of high-risk individuals rather than high-risk populations. As a result, risk assessments justify individualistic responses: most notably, incarcerating high-risk people. Yet it is precisely population-level reforms such as improving access to housing, healthcare, and employment that are most likely to reduce crime risk and improve well-being across the population [65, 71, 126, 143, 144].

Because risk assessments focus on individuals, they can entrench historical injustice by failing to recognize changing social circumstances. Risk assessments (as with all machine learning) assume...
that population characteristics are constant, such that factors producing certain outcomes in the past will produce those outcomes at the same rates in the future. Even if jurisdictions enacted reforms that reduce crime, risk assessments would be blind to these new circumstances. In turn, risk assessments would overestimate crime and recommend incarceration for individuals whose crime risk has decreased. Following interventions such as text messages that remind defendants to appear in court, risk assessments have produced "zombie predictions" that overestimate risk because they fail to account for the risk-reducing benefits of these reforms [92]. And because incarceration increases the likelihood of crime after someone is released [35, 40, 165], these false positive predictions will exacerbate the cycle of recidivism and incarceration that risk assessments are meant to remedy.

Risk assessments suffer from a similarly individualistic approach to bias: they diagnose bias as a behavior exhibited by individuals, typically due to implicit bias. Risk assessments are therefore designed to replace the discretion of biased judges with "objective" algorithmic predictions [28, 113, 130, 134, 148, 154, 155, 164].

Yet this emphasis on the bias of individuals overlooks the policies and institutions that structure racial hierarchies. Discrimination and oppression are produced not simply by people making biased judgments, but through laws and institutions that systematically benefit one group over another [3, 86]. Diagnosing discrimination as the product of discretion and bias "displace[s] questions of justice onto the more manageable, measurable issues of system function" [118], thus "obscuring" the larger structural aspects of racism and "draining attention and resources away from other approaches to framing and addressing racism" [83].

By focusing on judicial decisions as the source of discrimination, risk assessments shroud the social structures and power dynamics behind racial discrimination. They obscure the need to transform policies and institutions in order to achieve racial equity, instead suggesting that discrimination can be remedied by altering decision making procedures. Attempts to address racial oppression that focus solely on the bias of individual decision makers serve to legitimize and reinforce that oppression.

3.3 Legitimizing

Despite being implemented under the banner of criminal justice reform, risk assessments naturalize and legitimize carceral logics (e.g., risky defendants should be held before trial) and practices (e.g., determining which defendants are "risky").

Across domains, reforms that address the salient aspects of an injustice rather than the underlying causes and conditions of that injustice can legitimate those underlying structures. For instance, efforts to eradicate war crimes such as torture without challenging war itself have "tolerated the normalization of perpetual, if more sanitary, war" [117]. Closer to criminal justice reform, diversity and implicit bias trainings present a notable example of how reforms aimed at preventing discrimination can legitimate social arrangements that produce inequality. Numerous studies have found these trainings to be ineffective at improving diversity or reducing bias [83]. Instead, by creating "an illusion of fairness" that "legitimize[s] existing social arrangements" [84], the "formal bureaucratic procedures may reproduce inequality rather than eradicating it" [89].

Individualistic and procedural reforms are particularly prone to legitimation. When it comes to legal rights, "progressive victories are likely to be short-term only; in the longer run the individualism of rights-rhetoric will stabilize existing social relations rather than transform them" [157]. This observation, that winning a legal battle can rely on principles (such as individualism) that hinder long-term efforts for structural transformation, is known as "losing by winning" [157]. With regard to criminal rights (such as the guarantee that every criminal defendant be provided with an attorney), "procedural rights may be especially prone to legitimate the status quo, because 'fair' process masks unjust substantive outcomes and makes those outcomes seem more legitimate" [20]. The enactment of such rights "makes it more work—and thus more difficult—to make economic and racial critiques of criminal justice" [20].

Risk assessments exemplify an individualistic and procedural reform as well as the limits of this approach. Risk assessments focus on decision making procedures: their primary concern is not that incarcerating people is wrong, but that decisions about which individuals to incarcerate should be reached more empirically and objectively. This represents a narrow vision of reform, one that attempts to measure risk without bias or error while upholding the notion that incarceration is an appropriate response to "high-risk" individuals. In other words, risk assessments focus reform efforts on decisions about individuals while overlooking the structures shaping that decision, who is subject to it, and what its impacts are. Although presented under the banner of reform, this type of "administrative tinkering does not confront the damning features of the American carceral state, its scale and its racial concentration" [118]. Instead, by tweaking surface-level decisions and providing them with a semblance of neutrality and fairness, risk assessments are likely to sanitize, legitimize, and perpetuate the criminal justice system’s carceral and racist structure. From the perspective of decarceration and racial justice, the enactment of risk assessments represents a clear example of "losing by winning."

This process of legitimation can be seen most clearly with regard to preventative detention (detaining a criminal defendant before trial due to concerns about crime risk). The practice was not deemed constitutional until the 1987 U.S. Supreme Court case United States v. Salerno [9, 92, 172]. Yet today the practice of preventative detention—which Supreme Court Justices Marshall and Brennan deemed "incompatible with the fundamental human rights protected by our Constitution" [162]—is being legitimized as a central aspect of "modern" [120] and "smart" [163] criminal justice reforms based on risk assessments. Through such logic, the use of risk assessments as tools for reform "conceal[es] Salerno" and "ratiﬁes recent erosions of the fundamental rights of the accused" [92].

These three attributes of risk assessments—indeterminate, individualistic, and legitimizing—demonstrate the flaws of the assumption that risk assessments will promote criminal justice reform (at least with regard to any notion of reform that involves reducing the centrality of punishment and incarceration). These tools are poorly suited to the task of combatting carceral practices and logics. Despite being presented as a valuable mechanism for racial justice, risk assessments are akin to the many components of criminal justice reform today that are oriented around "the margins of the problem without confronting the structural issues at its heart" [86].
Thus far I have shown that the theory of change behind risk assessments is deficient: neither of the two core assumptions, regarding objectivity and reform, withstand close inspection. The question that remains is what this suggests for criminal justice reform efforts: How can risk assessments be challenged in a manner that facilitates a path toward more systemic reform?

4 EPISTEMIC REFORM

The movement for risk assessments derives not simply from the presence of particular technologies (i.e., big data and machine learning), but from a particular understanding of social challenges as technological in nature and amenable to technological solutions. As pressure mounts for criminal justice reform in an era of "technological solutionism" [116], "technochauvinism" [14], and "tech goggles" [59], what has emerged is a "sociotechnical imaginary"—a collective vision of a desirable future attainable through technology [81]—that casts criminal justice adjudication as prediction tasks, ones that algorithms can perform better than humans. Holding together these imaginaries and technologies is "co-production," which describes how "the ways in which we know and represent the world (both nature and society) are inseparable from the ways in which we choose to live in it" [78]. Through co-production, it is often new technological discourses rather than new technological artifacts that provide a sense of order in the face of instability [79]. Yet these discourses, however secure and widespread they may appear, are not static: altering forms of knowledge "can function as strategic resources in the ongoing negotiation of social order" [104].

This emphasis on discourses in addition to artifacts can inform the appropriate responses to the false promises of risk assessments. The dangers of risk assessments are not the result of poor implementation, but are instead inherent to the sociotechnical imaginary that treats criminal justice as a set of prediction problems. Under this framing, attempts to generate "better" (i.e., fairer and more accurate) risk assessments are unlikely to reduce these tools' fundamental harms. Rather than calling for unbiased risk assessments, then, a more fruitful path to diminishing carceral logics and practices is to present an "epistemic challenge" [166] to the sociotechnical imaginary around risk assessments. Such an "epistemic reform" can shift our focus from evaluating risk assessments through the lens of the criminal justice system to evaluating the criminal justice system through the lens of risk assessments. Doing so can point the way toward more effective criminal justice reforms.

4.1 Reinterpreting the "Impossibility of Fairness"

Although it is common to discuss risk assessments and judges using the same language of bias—and even to directly compare their biases [11, 155]—"bias" has distinct meanings across these two contexts. The bias of a judge speaks to something individual: the implicit and explicit biases that influence a specific person's decisions. The "bias" of a risk assessment, on the other hand, speaks to something structural: the ways in which different groups of people are systematically filtered to different outcomes.

To understand this distinction, it is necessary to distinguish between two causes of algorithmic "bias":

(1) Human Bias: The first form of "bias" occurs when an algorithm is trained on the decisions of biased humans—a type of "garbage in, garbage out." For instance, a risk assessment would be subject to Human Bias if its training data overestimates the recidivism rates of black defendants due to over-policing in black neighborhoods. Because this algorithm would be learning to reproduce human biases, it seems appropriate to refer to its decisions as "biased" and to make the comparison with human bias.

(2) Population Inequity: The second form of "bias" occurs when an algorithm is trained on population-level disparities—a type of "inequity in, inequity out." For instance, a risk assessment would be subject to Population Inequity if its training data reflects (beyond any distortion from Human Bias) that black defendants are more likely than white defendants to recidivate. Because this algorithm would be learning to reproduce social outcomes that are the product of historical oppression, its discrimination is not akin to the bias of human decision makers.

Failing to distinguish Human Bias from Population Inequity can hinder efforts to understand and reduce algorithmic discrimination. Population Inequity is most directly related not to the biases of judges or other people, but to "the racial inequality inherent in all crime prediction in a racially unequal world" [108].

To see this challenge of making fair predictions in an unequal society, consider the recent statistical results regarding the "impossibility of fairness" [23, 91]. The results concern two metrics for evaluating fairness. The first metric is calibration, which states that predictions of risk should reflect the same underlying level of risk across groups (i.e., 50% risk should mean a 50% chance of rearrest). The second metric is error rate balance, which states that false positive and false negative rates should be equal across groups. Given these two metrics, the impossibility of fairness shows that if two groups have different rates of an outcomes, then it is impossible for predictions about those groups to both be calibrated and have balanced errors. In the context of risk assessments, this means that given higher crime rates among black defendants than white defendants, it is impossible for a risk assessment to make calibrated predictions of risk without having a higher false positive rate (and lower false negative rate) for black defendants.

From this perspective, risk assessments appear to be situated within an "impossible" set of tradeoffs [63]. In turn, the impossibility result is often interpreted as a defense of calibrated decision making. When ProPublica demonstrated COMPAS' disproportionate false positive rates for black defendants [4], Northpointe (the company, now known as Equivant, that created COMPAS) refuted that higher recidivism rates among blacks explained the disparity and thereby absolved them from accusations of racial bias. They wrote, "This pattern does not show evidence of bias, but rather is a natural consequence of using unbiased scoring rules for groups that happen to over-represent the risk factors of race" [43]. Other scholars have...
similarly pointed to the incompatibility of fairness metrics to dispel claims that algorithms are discriminatory [11, 28, 155].

Yet the problem of discrimination is not so neatly resolved by reference to the underlying base rates: the disparities in these population-level statistics are themselves the product of discrimination. African Americans do not just “happen to have different distributions of scores”—blacks are not treated similarly. In both research and practice, calibration is the typical instantiation of fairness [29, 43, 108]. Yet calibration strives for accurate predictions of risk, regardless of the factors structuring that risk. Risk assessments thus overlook the social conditions behind racial disparities, striving to accurately identify risk without interrogating whether that notion of risk is appropriate, why some people have high levels of risk, or whether incarceration is an appropriate response for high-risk people. Rather than being blind to color, calibrated risk assessments are blind to structural oppression.

Consider the gold standard: a hypothetical risk assessment that predicts with perfect accuracy whether each person will recidivate. Such a risk assessment would satisfy all three metrics of fairness that are typically in tension [91]. The impossibility would disappear. Yet this risk assessment would still disproportionately label blacks as “high risk” compared to whites—not because of Human Bias, but because of Population Inequity: due to discrimination and the racialized meaning of “crime” and “risk” [18, 66, 86, 118], African Americans are empirically at higher risk to commit crimes [27, 143, 147, 159]. In other words, because “[r]acism is not a mistake, not a matter of episodic, irrational behavior” [41], eliminating inaccurate predictions will not eliminate racist predictions.

Herein lies the danger of overlooking Population Inequity: accounting only for Human Bias, even with a “perfect” risk assessment, would still subject blacks to higher rates of incarceration than whites. This “fair” algorithm launders the products of historical discrimination into neutral and empirical facts, in turn reinforcing this discrimination by punishing African Americans for having been subjected to such criminogenic circumstances in the first place.

This conflict in algorithmic fairness between Human Bias and Population Inequity speaks to a more fundamental tension between notions of equality: formal equality and substantive equality. This tension runs throughout debates in areas ranging from equality of opportunity [49] to antidiscrimination [33] to big data [10]. Formal equality emphasizes equal treatment or equal process: similar people should be treated similarly. Substantive equality emphasizes equal outcomes: groups should obtain similar outcomes, even if that requires accounting for different social conditions between groups. In the U.S. legal context, disparate treatment is grounded in notions of formal equality (or anticlassification) while disparate impact is grounded in notions of substantive equality (or antisubordination).

By ensuring that individuals who have similar levels of risk are treated similarly, calibration expresses the logic of formal equality.

In this sense, calibration aims to account for Human Bias: it strives for predictions that reflect one’s actual level of risk, untainted by distortions. Alternatively, by ensuring that groups are similarly affected by false predictions, error rate balance expresses the logic of substantive equality [108]. In this sense, error rate balance aims to account for Population Inequity: it strives for risk predictions that do not disproportionately harm one group more than another, regardless of the underlying distributions of risk.

With these parallels in mind, the epistemic reform becomes possible: the “impossibility of fairness” can be reinterpreted as an “incompatibility of equality.” Because calibration is a measure of formal equality and error rate balance is a measure of substantive equality, the impossibility result can be restated as a tradeoff between formal and substantive equality: the impossibility of fairness mathematically proves that, in an unequal society, decisions based in formal equality are guaranteed to produce substantive inequality.

Although the impossibility of fairness is typically taken to indicate that disparate outcomes are the mere byproduct of fair risk assessments [11, 28, 43, 155], this reframing highlights the opposite: disparate outcomes are the inevitable product of colorblind risk assessments in an unequal society.

Notably, it is precisely the desire for objectivity that grounds risk assessments in formal equality and makes them unable to generate substantive equality. Dominant notions of racial equality based in colorblindness developed from a desire for neutrality and objectivity, in direct opposition to more radical calls for racial justice from the black nationalist movement [125]. Because colorblindness entails “the refusal to acknowledge the causes and consequences of enduring racial stratification” [118], it “creates and maintains racial hierarchy much as earlier systems of control did” [3]. Thus, just as the law “will most reinforce existing distributions of power” when it is “most ruthlessly neutral” [102], risk assessments will most entrench racial injustice when they are most (seemingly) objective.

4.2 Implications for Criminal Justice Reform

Statistical arguments that articulate these tensions between formal and substantive equality can challenge fundamental inequities in the criminal justice system. The Supreme Court confronted this issue in the 1987 case McCleskey v. Kemp, in which Warren McCleskey, an African American convicted of killing a white police officer, was sentenced to the death penalty in Georgia [161]. McCleskey challenged this verdict with statistical evidence of structural inequality: the death penalty was disproportionately applied in murder cases with black defendants and white victims [7].

Despite this evidence, the Supreme Court affirmed the death penalty ruling. It argued that the statistical evidence failed to demonstrate deliberate racial bias in McCleskey’s case. In the majority opinion, Justice Lewis Powell wrote, “a defendant who alleges an equal protection violation has the burden of proving the existence of purposeful discrimination. [...] McCleskey must prove that the decisionmakers in his case acted with discriminatory purpose” [161].

Although Mayson characterizes calibration as a disparate impact metric, I argue that it more closely aligns with the disparate treatment logic of ensuring that people with the same risk receive the same score (an equivalence that Mayson acknowledges) [108].
Powell provides a formal equality analysis: the outcome is legitimate as long as McCleskey was not subject to intentional discrimination. Powell further justifies this outcome by arguing that acknowledging substantive inequality in the face of formal equality would cause the entire structure of criminal law to crumble. Recognizing that "McCleskey challenges decisions at the heart of the [...] criminal justice system," he wrote,

In its broadest form, McCleskey’s claim of discrimination extends to every actor in the Georgia capital sentencing process, from the prosecutor who sought the death penalty and the jury that imposed the sentence, to the State itself that enacted the capital punishment statute and allows it to remain in effect despite its allegedly discriminatory application. We agree with the Court of Appeals, and every other court that has considered such a challenge, that this claim must fail. [161]

The epistemic reform regarding risk assessments can embolden the discourse that Justice Powell recognized as an existential threat to the criminal justice system. Reinforcing the work of other scholars who have articulated the tensions between formal and substantive equality with regard to race and sex [33, 42, 103, 118, 125], the impossibility of fairness provides a mathematical proof of the inherent conflict between formal equality procedures and substantive equality outcomes in an unequal society. Failing to acknowledge the legacy of historical oppression will allow even “fair” risk assessments to perpetuate racial inequality. As Justice William Brennan remarked in his dissent in McCleskey, "we remain imprisoned by the past as long as we deny its influence in the present" [161].

Moreover, the systematic nature of risk assessments may allow the incompatibility of equality to carry more force than the statistical evidence in McCleskey. In McCleskey, the Supreme Court argued that some variation in the outcomes of similar cases results from the “discretion [that] is essential to the criminal justice process” [161]. Risk assessments are specifically designed to replace judicial discretion with standardized objectivity, however. Moreover, algorithmic discrimination reflects not the bias of an individual but the systematic filtering of different groups into disparate outcomes. To the extent that judgments are standardized by risk assessments, then, statistical evidence of racial disparities could become increasingly difficult to defend on procedural grounds of discretion and could instead be recognized as reflecting structural discrimination.

Such evidence on its own will not function as a “deus ex data” that prompts a restructuring of the criminal justice system. One lesson to be learned from McCleskey is that social scientific evidence may do very little to persuade courts to accept claims of discrimination [19]. Indeed, despite ProPublica’s evidence that COMPAS disproportionately labeled black defendants with false positive predictions of recidivism, the Wisconsin Supreme Court upheld the use of COMPAS at sentencing in State v. Loomis [171].

Achieving decarceral reform therefore requires emphasizing the interpretation—not just the design—of risk assessments as a site of contest. A focus on reframing notions of crime and criminal justice has long been at the heart of fights for racial justice. In Black Feminist Thought, Patricia Hill Collins writes that “activating epistemologies that criticize prevailing knowledge and that enable us to define our own realities on our own terms” is essential to empowering black women [26]. Prison abolition similarly aims to dismantle carceral discourses and to create alternative, emancipatory ones. Prisons are so ingrained in culture and common sense that “it requires a great feat of the imagination to envision life beyond the prison” [38]. The path toward decarceration therefore requires society "to counter criminological discourses and knowledge production that reify and reproduce carceral logics and practices" [15].

Risk assessments are often hailed in ways that reify and reproduce carceral logics and practices. Yet by expanding the scope of analysis, it is possible to reinterpret risk assessments to demonstrate the limits of dominant anti-discrimination frameworks and to identify a path toward more structural criminal justice reform. The emphasis on substantive equality enables a reform approach that avoids the seemingly intractable bind presented by the impossibility of fairness and the false choice between implementing risk assessments and doing nothing [11, 90, 108]. For when faced with decisions that significantly structure its subjects’ lives, the answer is not to optimize the formal fairness of that decision but “to renovate the structure [of the decision] itself, in ways large and small, to open up a broader range of paths that allow people to pursue the activities and goals that add up to a flourishing life” [49].

There are countless opportunities to renovate the structure of criminal justice decisions and thereby escape the “impossible” choices of risk assessments. Criminal justice institutions can change what interventions are made based on risk assessments, responding to risk with support rather than punishment [8, 62, 108]. Reducing pretrial detention and mandatory minimums [52] (reforms which polls suggest are popular [12, 50, 53]) can further diminish the harms and scope of risk assessments. The gaze of risk assessments can be turned from defendants to the actors and institutions that comprise the criminal justice system [21, 34], enabling a more structural view of the system’s operations. Governments can implement policies that reduce the risk of general, pretrial, and inmate populations [39, 71, 92, 158], thus diminishing the role for punitive responses to risk. The logic behind such reforms is not to reject risk assessments in favor of the status quo, but to reject the structures underlying risk assessments in favor of decarceral and non-punitive structures.

5 DISCUSSION: ALGORITHMIC FAIRNESS AND SOCIAL CHANGE

Despite their widespread support, risk assessments are based in a deficient theory of change: they provide neither objectivity nor meaningful criminal justice reform. Risk assessments bear no guarantee of reducing incarceration—instead, they are more likely to legitimize the criminal justice system’s carceral logics and policies. Yet because support for risk assessments emerges in part from the sociotechnical imaginary that sees all problems as solvable with technology, critiques that articulate the technical limits of risk assessments will likely be met by calls for "better" risk assessments. It is therefore necessary to pursue an “epistemic reform” that challenges the discourses rather than the technical specifications of risk assessments. The impossibility of fairness can be reinterpreted as an incompatibility of equality, demonstrating how mechanisms of formal equality in an unequal society lead to substantive inequality. Seen in this light, risk assessments demonstrate the limits of
formalist, colorblind proceduralism and suggest a more expansive and structural approach to criminal justice reform.

These arguments highlight the myopia of “fairness” as a framework for evaluating the social impacts of algorithms. Although researchers have tended to equate technical and social notions of fairness, fairness in its myriad and conflicting meanings cannot be reduced to a single mathematical definition that exists in the abstract, apart from social, political, and historical context [63]. Guaranteeing these technical conceptions of fairness is therefore drastically insufficient to guarantee—or even reliably promote—just social outcomes. Two issues in particular stand out.

First, algorithmic fairness sidelines the social contexts in which decision making occurs. It treats fairness as a matter of making accurate predictions but does not interrogate the structures behind why certain people are prone to the outcome being predicted or what actions are taken based on predictions. With some exceptions [10, 11, 29, 48], algorithmic fairness debates and metrics hinge on comparing false predictions across groups [4, 11, 72, 91, 108], the implication being that a perfectly accurate model would eliminate the core problem of unfairness. Indeed, recent scholarship asserts that “[t]he most promising way to enhance algorithmic fairness is to improve the accuracy of the algorithm” [72] and that “[t]he largest potential equity gains may come from simply predicting more accurately than humans can” [90].

Although there are fairness benefits to be achieved through improving the accuracy of predictions, the emphasis on accuracy reveals how algorithmic fairness is primarily concerned with Human Bias rather than Population Inequity. Accurate predictions about an unequal society are typically seen as fair. Yet even a “perfect” risk assessment will reinforce the racial discrimination that has structured all aspects of society. As such, algorithmic fairness narrows the scope of judgments about justice, removing structural considerations from view. In this way, algorithmic fairness “mirror[s] some of antidiscrimination discourse’s most problematic tendencies,” most notably the “fail[ure] to address the very hierarchical logic that produces advantaged and disadvantaged subjects in the first place” [74]. Avoiding the perpetuation of historical harms through algorithms “will often require an explicit commitment to substantive remediation rather than merely procedural remedies” [10].

Second, algorithmic fairness fails to account for the trajectory of social change facilitated by algorithms. Although often intended to improve society, algorithms can—even when satisfying fairness criteria—perpetuate or exacerbate inequities. Evaluations of fairness do not consider the harms of an individualistic approach to reform, the potential of algorithmic decision making to legitimize unjust systems, or the dangers of conceiving decision making and reform as technical projects. Instead, an algorithm’s fairness is treated as determinative of it having fair social impacts; as long as risk assessments can lead to more accurate or fair decisions, the thinking goes, they are a step in the right direction [11, 58, 155].

Yet creating a more equitable society is not simply a matter of having algorithms generate marginally improved outcomes compared to the status quo—it requires responding to social challenges with holistic responses that promote egalitarian structures and outcomes in both the short and long term [58, 59]. As “an aspirational ethic and a framework of gradual decarceration,” abolition aims not to make the criminal justice system more humane while retaining its essential structure, but to reduce the need for (and ultimately eliminate) carceral responses to social disorder [110].

Responsibly developing and evaluating algorithms as tools for social progress requires new methods based in the relationship between technological interventions and social outcomes. First, recognizing the indeterminacy of procedural reforms, reform advocates should avoid deterministic assumptions about the impacts of technology. Rather than viewing technology as a discrete agent of predictable change, reformers should consider the potential for unexpected impacts and should ground any algorithms used within circumstances conducive to reform. For instance, drawing on approaches to limiting legal indeterminacy, the implementation of algorithms could be tied to “sunset provisions” that condition ongoing use of the algorithm to approval based on the results of algorithmic impact assessments [137]. Second, to counter the harms of individualistic decisions and logics, computer scientists must develop new methods that recognize and account for the structural conditions of discrimination, oppression, and inequality. Third, rather than developing tools that are likely to streamline and legitimize existing systems, algorithm developers should thoughtfully consider what interventions will actually be effective at promoting the desired social outcomes. In many cases, typical algorithmic “solutions” may be counterproductive compared to alternative algorithmic approaches or non-algorithmic reforms.

The challenges raised by questions of algorithmic fairness are not—and must not be—limited to the scope of analysis presented by algorithmic fairness. Algorithmic decision making raises fundamental questions about the structure of institutions and the types of reform that are appropriate in response to injustice. Yet as currently constituted, algorithmic fairness narrows these debates to the precise functioning at the decision point itself. This approach overlooks and legitimizes the context that gives structure and meaning to the decision point. In turn, it leads down a path toward dilemmas that, within this scope, appear intractable. Escaping these false choices requires that “we question [our] assumptions and try to look at the issues from another point of view” [114]. Approaching algorithms as sociotechnical imaginaries rather than as discrete technologies enables this expanded scope of analysis. By highlighting the entire context surrounding algorithms as subject to reimagining and reform, this approach avoids the trap of false dilemmas and makes possible more substantive change. Engaging in this manner with today’s complex socio-legal-technical environments will inform new paths for algorithms and for reform, in the criminal justice system and beyond.
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